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Abstract Home energy management (HEM) systems are
getting increasingly popular in both academic and commer-
cial communities. Most HEM solutions rely on either smart
appliances or plugging traditional appliances into smart
outlet/smart plugs which can communicate with the cen-
tral HEM server. Conventional non-communicating power-
intensive loads that are directly hard-wired to the supply
panel of the house in the U.S., e.g., water heaters and clothes
dryers, therefore are difficult to be made part of an HEM sys-
tem. This paper describes the design and implementation of a
microcontroller andZigBee based load controller system that
allows these loads to be controlled by an HEM system. The
proposed system consists of four load controllers (LCs) that
monitor and control four power-intensive household loads,
and one communication controller (CC) that acts as a com-
munication medium between LCs and a central HEM unit.
The CC and all the LCs are packaged into one load controller
box that can be placed beside the main circuit panel of the
house and the wirings to the power-intensive loads are routed
through the LCs. Within the box, the LCs and the CC com-
municate via hard-wired serial peripheral interface. The CC
then communicates with the HEM system via ZigBee. The
proposed system is expected to offer a cost-effective method
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to enable traditional hard-wired power intensive loads to par-
ticipate in an HEM system.
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Introduction

As a part of the smart grid architecture, a home/building
energymanagement (HEM/BEM) system can be an effective
tool to reduce peak electricity demand and improve elec-
tric utility load factor [1]. It can help mitigate power system
stress conditions and improve the utilization of generation,
transmission and distribution resources. As a result, there
have been a lot of interest in developing effective HEM/BEM
algorithms [2–8], as well as hardware infrastructures/ com-
ponents for complete HEM/BEM solutions [9–17]. For
communication and control of household loads, most HEM
solutions rely either on an existing network of wireless sen-
sors [9] or new design of smart outlets/smart plugs/smart
sensors in a system that may use ZigBee [10], power line
communication (PLC) [11], ZigBee and PLC [12], infrared
(IR) [13], BACnet [14], or cloud-based technologies [15].
Besides academic literature, there exist commercial HEM
products [18–20]. Most of these products are only compat-
ible with selected proprietary smart plug products and do
not follow any open standards. At the same time, there are a
number of off-the-shelf smart plug products available in the
market that can be used with some HEM systems [21–24].

As an automated home/building energy management sys-
tem must be able to communicate with appliances, it is
necessary to either replace old non-communicating loads
with modern communicating appliances or make their con-
trol possible through the use of smart outlets/plugs. None of
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these options are feasible/cost-effective for traditional power
intensive loads that are directly hard-wired to the main cir-
cuit panel of an old-style house (i.e., water heater, clothes
dryer, etc.). Although wireless smart plugs provide the con-
venience of plug and play control, they can only be used
for plug loads that are connected to power sockets/outlets
and cannot be used with traditional hard-wired loads with-
out major changes in the building wiring system. Also, most
of the existing smart plug solutions can only control 120 V
loads with current rating limited to a maximum of 15 A.
This limits them from being used with 240 V power inten-
sive loads in the U.S., like electric clothes dryers, electric
water heaters, and level-2 electric vehicle chargers, which
require 20–30 A breakers. Another issue with most commer-
cial smart plug products is that they only provide ON/OFF
control and ON/OFF status information, but cannot provide
power consumption information, which is required for deci-
sion making in any HEM/BEM.

There also exist solutions provided by utilities/demand
aggregators to control traditional power-intensive loads dur-
ing peak demand periods. For example, in eastern US,
Dominion Virginia Power offers a ‘Smart Cooling Rewards’
program [25], in which an AC cycling switch is installed
at the outdoor cooling system of a house, and a signal to
this switch can be used to cut the cooling load of the house
during a peak demand period event, in exchange of a one-
time bill credit to the customer in each year of participation.
Rappahannock Electric Cooperative offers a similar concept
for water heater control [26], where a communicating switch
is installed on the water heater of a house for enabling the
control of the water heater load through radio/power line sig-
nal. These solutions give a utility the ability to control only
one particular load in the house during the time of need,
which may not be convenient for the customer at that certain
time. Therefore, a better approach is to design a solution that
enables power-intensive loads in a house to be controlled
based on customer priorities and preference settings. The
hardware solution proposed in this paper is designed in this
context.

This paper discusses the architecture, design and imple-
mentation of a microcontroller and ZigBee [27] based load
controller system that can enable non-communicating, non-
plug-and-play, power intensive loads to communicate with
and be controlled by an HEM system. The design presented
here shows four load controllers for enabling the simulta-
neous control of four power-intensive loads, but the design
is scalable and can include a higher number of loads. The
system offers a robust, cost-effective, and easy-to-install
solution to the mostly ignored issue of including these power
guzzler loads of old houses into the HEM picture, thereby
providing more opportunities for energy saving and demand
response (DR). The system also offers a wide array of mea-
surements for these loads, which can be useful for different

applications besides energy management, like data trend
analysis or fault detection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: “Proposed
System Architecture” section presents the architecture of the
proposed ZigBee-based load controller system. “Implemen-
tation Parts of the System” section discusses the design and
implementation of system components. “Working Principle”
section discusses the main working principle, and “Com-
munication Protocols in the System” section and “Software
Design of LoadController andMonitoring/Control Systems”
section elaborate on the communication protocols and soft-
ware components of the system. “Implementation Results”
section shows the different components of implementation
along with results.

Proposed System Architecture

The proposed system contains four load controllers (LCs)
that can provide measurements and control of four power-
intensive loads, e.g., space heater, water heater, clothes dryer
and level-2 electric vehicle charger. It also contains one com-
munication controller (CC) that provides the link between
LCs and a central HEM unit. The overall concept is shown
in Fig. 1. To make the system compact, robust and easy
to install, the CC and the LCs are all packaged into one
enclosure box. The box can be placed beside the main cir-
cuit panel, and the wiring from the circuit panel breakers
to the loads are re-routed through the LCs. Each LC in the
proposed design is able to measure voltage, current, power
factor, and power of the connected load and on-board temper-
ature values, as opposed to many commercial off-the-shelf
smart plugs with limited measurements. The CC communi-
cates with LCs through hard-wired connections via Serial
Peripheral Interface (SPI) protocol. The CC has a ZigBee
end device router on-board to communicate wirelessly with
the ZigBee coordinator of the HEM. This effectively reduces
cost and complexity in the design of LCs, and utilizes only
one wireless link fromHEM to the controllers. The proposed
design uses ZigBee communications as opposed toWiFi due
to its lower power consumption and cost [28]. ZigBee also
has sufficient communication range with mesh networks for
residential applications.

In U.S. residences, each circuit breaker in the main circuit
breaker panel can disconnect an individual 15A or 20A elec-
trical circuit (served by one hot line and one neutral line), or
an individual power-intensive load (served by two hot lines
and one neutral line) with a typical rating of 30 A. To connect
the proposed load controller box to power-intensive loads,
each of which is served by two hot lines, one of the hot lines
is routed from the circuit breaker through the relay of the LC.
This will allow the LC to make or break the connection to
the load from its power supply. Special attention is needed to
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Fig. 1 Overall concept of the proposed load controller system

connect a clothes dryer to the proposed load controller box.
Since only the clothes dryer’s heating coils should be discon-
nected, the appropriate hot line should be routed through an
LC relay.

Although this system is designed to have four LCs, the
concept used in this design is easily scalable and can be
followed to design load controller systems for a larger num-
ber of loads. Note that this system was intended to control
four power-intensive appliances, including a space heater, an
electric water heater, an electric clothes dryer, and a level-2
electric vehicle charger. These are resistive loads and are not
sensitive to frequent power supply interruptions.

For HVAC, such frequent power supply interruptions
may shorten compressor life. Therefore, the proposed load
controller is not intended for HVAC control. Rather, it is rec-
ommended to control HVAC by adjusting its temperature set
points through a thermostat [29].

Implementation Parts of the System

This section covers the hardware design of CC and LCs.

Communication Controller (CC)

As the CC acts as a communicating middle-man between
HEM and LCs, it should be designed so that it can support
both UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter)
(for ZigBee communication with HEM) and SPI (for com-
munication with LCs) protocols simultaneously through
different ports. Also, it needs to have an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) for temperature reading and I/O ports for

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the communication controller (CC) design

the box fan and peripheral indicators. Any commercial off-
the-shelf microcontroller product can be used that includes
all features required for the CC design and has enough mem-
ory capacity to handle associated communication overhead.
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the hardware of the CC.

As can be seen from the figure, the micro-controller unit
(MCU) is the center of the design. It controls all other com-
ponents and is powered by the on-board AC–DC converter.
It converts the supply 208/240 VAC to low voltage DC to
power-up different components on-board. These components
include a temperature sensor for measuring ambient temper-
ature, a box fan for maintaining the temperature inside the
box, the fan controller sub-circuit, some peripheral indicator
LEDs, an on-board ZigBee Pro device and the MCU itself.
There is a separate isolated GND (ground) AC–DC converter
that powers the opto-coupler which isolates the SPI lines to
LCs.

The ZigBee Pro device is connected to the UART TX/RX
(transmission/reception) port of the MCU. The SPI lines
through opto-coupler are connected to the SPI port’s clock,
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MISO (Master In Slave Out), MOSI (Master Out Slave In)
and chip select I/O pins of the MCU. The MCU sends and
receives bytes from the HEM through UART, and from the
LCs through its SPI pins. The temperature sensor is con-
nected to the ADC port in the MCU, which samples the
temperature induced voltage value produced by the sensor.
The peripheral indicator LEDs are connected to different I/O
pins of the MCU. The LEDs are used to indicate communi-
cation activities on UART and SPI pins and communication
errors with LCs. The fan controller sub-circuit is also con-
nected to the I/O pin of the MCUwhich signals fan ON/OFF
status.

Load Controller (LC)

LC has less communication overhead compared to CC, but
hasmore responsibilities concerningADCsampling and load
control through a relay. Hence, a typical industry standard
microcontroller used for voltage, current, power factor sam-
plingwith SPI capabilities and some I/O functionality should
be sufficient for this design. Figure 3 shows the LC design.

As shown, the MCU has separate ADC ports for simulta-
neous voltage and current reading functionalities. Its SPI pins
are connected to theSPI lines coming fromCCopto-couplers.
An AC–DC converter is used to convert 208/240 VAC to 12
VDC (for operating the 12 V relay) and a voltage regulator
converts 12VDC to 3.3VDC to power up themicrocontroller
and other components. A separate on-board circuitry (ana-
log front end) is used for sensing voltage and current values
appropriate for MCU ADC, which is designated as the data
acquisition block. The relay driver sub-circuit and the periph-
eral indicator LEDs are connected to I/O pins in the MCU.
The relay driver is used to drive the 12 VDC relay rated at
240 VAC, 30 A current. The relay is normally closed (NC),
so that any un-foreseen incident with the hardware does not
interrupt load power. Peripheral indicators, i.e., LEDs, are
used to indicate SPI activity, relay status and communication
errors. The MCU also has an internal temperature sensor to
measure the MCU temperature.

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the load controller (LC) design

Fig. 4 Block diagram of the data acquisition in LC

Figure 4 shows details of the data acquisition circuitry.
As shown in the figure, a voltage divider circuit is used to
sense and convert line voltage to lower values appropriate
for MCU ADC. A current transformer is used to convert
line current to a lower value and then a resistor is used to
convert it to voltage, which is sampled by the ADC. Low
pass filters (LPFs) are used in both voltage and current lines
to reduce noise in measurements. The sampled ADC values
are multiplied by appropriate multiplication factors to find
the actual voltage and current values. The relay in an LC is
used to cut off the load from power supply.

Working Principle

Working principles for CC and LCs are discussed below:
The CC assumes the following responsibilities:

• Send a request for data to LCs and fetch power data from
LCs in return via SPI.

• Package and send LC data to the HEM via ZigBee once
the data request is received from the HEM.

• Send operation status (success/fail) to the HEM via Zig-
Bee upon receiving control commands from the HEM.

• Send ON/OFF commands to LCs (based on HEM com-
mands) and receive response from LCs via SPI.

• Measure temperature inside the enclosure via a temper-
ature sensor, and implement box fan control based on
automated decisions or commands from the HEM.

Each LC assumes the following responsibilities:

• Gather electrical data (i.e., voltage, current, power factor
and frequency) from its connected load and temperature
data from internal sensor in the MCU.

• Package and send data response to CC via SPI once the
request for data is received.

• Acknowledge the receipt of ON/OFF command fromCC
via SPI.

• Control ON/OFF status of relay once a command from
CC is received.
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Communication protocols and software components of the
proposed systemare designed based on these responsibilities,
as discussed in following sections.

Communication Protocols in the System

This section discusses communication protocols used in dif-
ferent system components.

SPI Communications Between CC and LCs

The 4-pin master-slave SPI protocol is implemented in
the proposed design between CC and LCs. In this proto-
col, five lines are required for communication, which are
clock, MISO (master input/slave output), MOSI (master
output/slave input), SS (chip select of slave) and GND (ref-
erence). The clock, MISO and MOSI lines are shared by CC
and LCs in a bus-type architecture. Each SS line from CC
goes to one LC to allow selecting one slave for communi-
cation at a time. GND is common among all components.
The clock is supplied only by the master when it needs to
communicate with the slave.

ZigBee Communications Between CC and the HEM
Unit

As ZigBee is asynchronous communication, no clock signal
is necessary between CC and the HEM. The communica-
tion only uses one TX line for transmission, one RX line
for reception, and the common GND line. The UART port
of the CC is used to read and write bytes from the ZigBee
end device, which can then be transmitted to the HEM’s Zig-
Bee coordinator wirelessly. The ZigBee device at CC and
its coordinator at the HEM are configured to be in the same
personal area network (PAN) to allow communications with
each other.

Overall Communication Scheme

The CC has a timer which generates an interrupt at 1-s inter-
vals. Based on the timer interrupt, the CC issues data requests
to all LCs by communicating with one LC at a time in a
loop fashion at a selected time interval, e.g., 10 s. Each LC
responds to CC’s request by providing its own data. After all
LCs respond, the combined data is fetched from CC by the

HEM through a data request. The system is designed such
that the HEM gets data from all LCs at 1-min intervals.

If the HEM decides a status change for any of the loads,
it issues an ON/OFF command to the CC. The message
includes which LC (or fan) to change status and requested
status (ONorOFF). TheCC forwards the command to appro-
priate LC by its own ON/OFF command sent to the LC.
Upon receiving this command, the LC changes relay status,
and replies with a response to CC. Once CC receives this
response (or not), it replies to the HEM with a success (or
failure) confirmation response.

Message Frame Formats Used in Communication

All communication uses a strictly defined message frame
format. This format ensures packet integrity and proper
authentication between communicating parties. The format
used in this system with an example frame is given in
Table 1.

The start delimiter marks the beginning of a new message
frame. It is immediately followed by the message length for
marking the end of the frame. The next two fields denote
the source and the function of the message, respectively. The
source identifies where the message is coming from (CC,
LC or HEM) and the function helps identify whether it is a
data request/response or a control command/response. Next
comes the actual payload which contains the data, command
or responses. It is followed by a checksum byte. The start and
end delimiters, length and checksum help ensure integrity
and proper transfer of message frames.

The example frame shown in Table 1 shows an HEM ON
command for LC1. The source byte 0x48 means the HEM
unit, and the function byte 0x34 means ON/OFF command.
In the command field, the first byte 0x30 indicates which
LC (in this case: first one) and the next byte indicates ON
(0x31) orOFF (0x30). It is then followed by the end delimiter
0x0D and the checksum byte. The message length (5 bytes)
is sent as the second byte of the frame after the start delimiter
(0xEE). The same format is used for other messages in the
system.

Software Design of Load Controller and Monitor-
ing/Control Systems

This section describes the design of embedded software for
CC and LCs and the monitoring/controlling system interface

Table 1 Message frame format
for communication

Start delimiter Message length Source Function Data/command Checksum

0xEE 0x05 0x48 0x34 0x30310D 0x15
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Table 2 List of major tasks/flags and their functions in software

Task/flag Function

Process_Opmode Main thread of CC Algorithm

Process_UART Processes received UART
message

Process_SPI_CC Processes received SPI
message in CC

SPIFRAMERECEIVED Indicate if a SPI frame has been
received

DoTask1_Send_Data_HEM Flag to trigger sending data to
HEM

CC_Send_Data_Response Sends data to HEM from CC

DoTask1_Send_LC_C4_x Flag to trigger sending
command to LC x

DoTask1_Send_LC_C1_x Flag to trigger sending data req
to LC x

Fan_auto Flag for Fan auto/manual mode

Check_All_Temp Checks LC and Ambient
temperature

Get_int_temp Receive data from ambient
sensor

TX_ACTIVE Flag indicating ongoing SPI
transmission

UARTFRAMERECEIVING Flag indicating ongoing UART
reception

(GUI) at the HEM unit. Table 2 lists major tasks/flags and
their functions in the embedded CC and LC code, which will
aid in discussing embedded software designs of CC and LCs.

Embedded Software Design of CC

The CC algorithm is based on an interrupt and flag type
mechanism. The main process of the algorithm keeps check-
ing for different flag status changes in the code and takes
action whenever a flag is set by an interrupt function or other
processes in the code. Once the action is complete, it resets
the flag and again keeps tracking flag changes. The interrupt
functions run as separate threads which are invoked by inter-
rupt events, like UART/SPI byte reception or timer interval.
These interrupt functions set appropriate flags for the main
process to respond to an event. As the embedded program
starts, the algorithm first initializes different sub-systems
and ports. It then enables the global interrupt and goes into
an infinite loop that calls the main operational process, i.e.,
Process_Opmode(), again and again. The following subsec-
tions discuss key threads of the CC software.

Process_Opmode

The Process_Opmode() is the main thread of the algo-
rithm that keeps tracking flag status changes and invokes

actions accordingly. Figure 5 shows the flow chart of
Process_Opmode().

In Process_Opmode(), first it checks for received and
unprocessed UART messages. If there is one or more unread
messages, then it reads the next unread message from buffer
and processes it through Process_UART() function. After
processing the message, it clears the buffer and decrements
UART_unread_messages. Once there is no unread message
left and no action in the UART interrupt function, pointers
to UART message buffers are reset to the first buffer.

Next it checks for the frame received in the SPI buffer.
If there is a frame received, it processes the frame through
Process_SPI_CC(), then clears the buffer and the flag. Then
it checks for different task flags. If the Send_Data_HEM
flag has been set, then it sends the data response to HEM
through UART. If a C4 flag for any LC has been set indicat-
ing ON/OFF command, it invokes the CC_Send_ONOFF_
Command_check() functionwhich takes care of theON/OFF
command task. Similarly, if a C1 flag has been set indicat-
ing data request, it calls CC_Send_Data_Request_check()
function which takes care of the data request task. Finally, if
the fan is in auto mode and the Check_temp_status flag has
been set, it calls Check_All_Temp() function which checks
all temperature values and decides if the box fan needs to be
turned ON or OFF. For all task related functions, the flag is
reset once the task is complete.

Process_UART

This function is called when there is an unread UART frame
in the buffer. It checks the message in UART_RX_buffer
for start delimiter, length and checksum consistencies.
Then, it checks the address and command in the mes-
sage. If it is a data request from the HEM, it triggers the
DOTASK1_SEND_DATA_HEM flag bit, so that other part
of the program sends data response to the HEM. If an
ON/OFF command from HEM is found in the message, it
first checks if the ON/OFF command is for the fan or LC. If
it is for the fan, the fan is appropriately turned ON/OFF and a
response is sent back to the HEM. If the ON/OFF command
is for an LC, it calls a function that checks which LCs to
change status, and sets appropriate C4 flag bits.

Process_SPI_CC

This function is called when a SPI frame is received. This
function processes the SPI_RX_buffer. It first checks for
message start delimiter, length, and checksum verification.
If these parameters are acceptable, the message address and
command are checked. For data response from an LC, it
updates the data into the table. For ON/OFF acknowledge-
ment from an LC, it updates the device status and sends
response back to the HEM.
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Fig. 5 Flow chart of
Process_Opmode

Timer Interrupt Handler

This interrupt counts the duration in seconds on each call.
At every LC update interval (e.g., 60 s), it periodically sets
the C1 flags in DoTask1 flag register. This is to allow other
parts of the program to periodically send data requests toLCs.
The timer second counter is reset after a pre-set interval. Also
at this interval, the ambient temperature data is fetched and
stored, and the Check_temp_status flag is set.

SPI Receive Interrupt Handler

This interrupt is triggered whenever a byte has been received
through SPI. If SPI transmission is going on, indicated
by TX_Active bit in SPI_status flag register, the received
byte is ignored. Otherwise the received byte is put in the
SPI_RX_buffer. The routine also checks for the message for-
mat. If a complete message has been received in the buffer,
it sets the SPIFRAMERECEIVED flag bit.

UART Receive Interrupt Handler

It is similar in operation as SPI receive interrupt handler.
As UART can either transmit or receive at a time, the

transmission active checking is not necessary for UART.
Hence, the routine receives bytes and puts them in the
UART_RX_buffer. While the frame is being received, a
flag is kept set so that buffer pointers are not altered.
When a complete frame has been received, it increments
UART_unread_messages to indicate a newmessage has been
received and sets the pointer to the next buffer for future
UART frames.

Embedded Software Design of LC

The LC algorithm has two main operations. First, it uses the
ADC to accumulate power data from the load, store them
and provide them to the CC if requested. Second, it controls
the relay connecting the load to power and changes its status
based on ON/OFF command from the CC. The algorithm
first initializes different sub-systems and enables the global
interrupt. Then, it goes into an infinite loop calling the Wait-
LPM() repeatedly.

WaitLPM

The WaitLPM process is the main thread of the algorithm
which processes the ADC data and SPI received frames by
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Fig. 6 Flow chart of WaitLPM

calling other functions according to flags.At a preset interval,
it gathers the data from ADCs and stores them in a buffer. It
then checks for the errcount value. If it exceeds a tolerance
value, this indicates a communication error during the last
SPI frame reception/transmission. In that case, the program
marks the communication error and sends an error message
to theCC. Then, it re-initializes the SPI port to prevent further
communication errors and resets errcount. Finally WaitLPM
checks for SPIFRAMERECEIVED, and if a frame has been
received, it calls Process_SPI_LC() to process the message,
then clears the buffer and resets the flag. Figure 6 summarizes
this process.

Process_SPI_LC

This function is called when a SPI frame has been received.
This function processes the SPI_RX_buffer. It first checks for
the message start delimiter, length, and checksum verifica-
tion. If these parameters are acceptable, the message address
and command are checked. For data request message from
CC, it packages the last acquired data into message format
and puts it into the writing buffer which is used by the SPI
interrupt handler routine to dispatch the message to the CC.
In case of an ON/OFF command, it updates the relay status
according to the command and then puts the response mes-
sage to the CC in the writing buffer. In both cases, it flags
SPI_TX_ACTIVE so that SPI interrupt handler knows that
it is ready to transmit.

SPI Receive Interrupt Handler

This interrupt is triggered whenever a byte has been received
through SPI. If SPI is in its transmitting stage, indicated by
SPI_TX_ACTIVE, then it keeps putting the bytes from writ-
ing buffer into the SPI TX buffer for the CC to fetch them
until the end of the message frame. Once the full message
has been dispatched, it clears the SPI_TX_ACTIVE flag and
resets errcount. If SPI is not in its transmitting stage, the
received byte is put in the SPI_RX_buffer and errcount is

incremented. If a complete message has been received in the
buffer, it sets theSPIFRAMERECEIVEDflagbit.Otherwise,
errcount is kept incrementing, which indicates that there has
been some form of communication errors in the SPI.

Software Design of HEM

The HEM algorithm used with the proposed load controller
system is similar to [7]. A discussion of the algorithm is pre-
sented here for the convenience of the readers. In this HEM
algorithm, four power-intensive loads in a house are con-
trolled to meet the demand restriction imposed by a utility
during a peak demand period. An incentive based DR pro-
gram is assumed here where the customer gets a one-time
statement credit within a contract with the utility to respond
to its DR signals. The DR contains the DR event duration
(hours) and the demand limit (kW) to be maintained during
the event. The HEM also has pre-set load priority and pref-
erence settings from the customer. The following loads can
be controlled by the proposed load controller system:

Space Heater (SH)

A space heater is a resistive load that can be turned ON or
OFF by an LC. The customer specifies the preferred indoor
temperature range to HEM. This can be in the form of a
specified temperature set-point TSH,s and deadband �TSH.
The status of space heating load will be ON if the room
temperature is below (TSH,s − �TSH) and OFF if it is above
(TSH,s+�TSH). It will continue the previous state otherwise.

Water Heater (WH)

A water heater is also a resistive load and can be controlled
based on the customer preferred hot water temperature range.
The customer specifies a hot water temperature set-point
TWH,s and deadband �TWH. Like SH, the status is decided
based on the hot water temperature.

Clothes Dryer (CD)

In the proposed algorithm, only the heating circuit of a clothes
dryer is controlled by an LC, leaving the operation of the
motor circuit unchanged. The customer specifies the maxi-
mum OFF/minimum ON durations and the job completion
time. Clothes dryer will be turned ON if it has been OFF for
more than the maximum OFF time. Similarly, once ON, it
can be turned OFF after the minimum ON time. In any case,
the required total time for CD will be scheduled before the
job completion time.
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Electric Vehicle Charger (EV)

An LC can be used to control both the charging signal to an
EV charger as well as the power supply for the charging. The
customer specifies their preference for minimum charging
duration before a cut-off and the charge completion time.
If the EV charging is ON, it will not be turned off within
the minimum charging duration. The charging will be turned
OFF once the state of charge (SOC) reaches the full charge
value. The required total time for finishing the EV charging
will be scheduled before the charge completion time.

A customer also specifies a priority ranking for each of
these loads. An example of priority and preference settings
for the four loads are given in Table 3 for clarity.

Based on the pre-set load priorities, the HEM algorithm
controls four loads to keep the total household demand
below the specified demand limit during the DR event, while
maintaining customer’s preference settings. The algorithm is
summarized in Fig. 7. The algorithm first gathers all required
information, including real time status and power consump-
tion information from load controllers, temperature data from
sensors and theDRevent signal froman electric utility. Based
on these inputs, at each time step (1-min intervals in this

Table 3 Sample load priority and preference settings in a house

Load Load priority Customer preference

Water heater 1 Hot water temperature:
115◦F (±5◦F)

Space heater 2 Room temperature:
76◦F (±2◦F)

Clothes dryer 3 Finish job by midnight
Maximum OFF time: 30
mins

Minimum ON time: 30 mins

EV charger 4 Finish charging by 8AM
Minimum ON time: 30 mins

case), the HEM checks for preference setting violation for
each load and demand limit violation. If there is a violation,
the highest priority load(s) will be served first and the lowest
priority load(s) will be turned OFF to keep the total house-
hold power demand within the demand limit. In all cases,
the algorithm is guaranteed to maintain the total household
consumption below the demand limit during the DR event,
while maintaining preference settings based on the pre-set
load priority. Detailed simulation results were presented in
[7] to show the efficacy of the algorithm. The algorithm was
developed as software with user interface that runs on a PC,
representing an HEM unit.

Implementation Results

The proposed load controller systemwas developed with CC
andLChardware boards in a packaged box and the embedded
software was developed as described in previous sections.
The implementation results from this system are discussed
in the following sub-sections.

A Test System in the Laboratory Environment

A test system was set up in the laboratory environment. Due
to unavailability of actual household loads in the laboratory
setting, four resistive heater loads were used. Each heater
was connected to one LC. Their ratings were 208 V/240 V
AC 1.3/1.5 A.

Figure 8 shows logged data of 12 h for the four loads
connected to the four LCs in the load controller system. The
data was collected with a sampling rate of one measurement
per minute for each LC, as outlined previously in the details
of the design. The voltage, current, power and temperature
measurements for the four LCs have been shown in the fig-
ure. As can be seen, during the 12 h log, no data drop or bad
data was recorded, confirming stable communication perfor-
mance. The temperature measurements of the boards as well

Fig. 7 Flow Chart of HEM algorithm used with the proposed load controller system
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Fig. 8 Logged voltage, current, power, MCU temperature and ambient temperature data for four LCs for 12 h

as the box are also stable, which shows safe operation for
long duration.

Case Study Analysis with HEM

The analysis of continuous-time control with a discrete DR
event was performed to showcase the applicability of the
proposed load controller system.

System Setup and Assumptions

The test system described in the previous sub-section was
used to simulate the control of a hypothetical average single
family house of 2500 sq. ft. In this setup, the four heater
loads connected to the four LCs are used to represent the
four power-intensive household loads: Water Heater (WH),
Space heater (SH), Clothes Dryer (CD) and Electric Vehicle
charger (EV). The power consumption of the representative
loads are scaled up tomatch the power consumption of actual
loads. The scaling factors are given in Table 4.

The load priorities and comfort preferences are set accord-
ing to Table 3. Simulated values are used for room tempera-
ture and hot water temperature input. The other loads in the
household that are not controlled by the HEM are referred
to as critical loads and their total consumption is taken from
the RELOAD database [30]. A computer with the previously
described HEM software is used to represent the HEM unit.
It has a ZigBee module to send control commands to the

Table 4 Scaling factors for heater loads to represent loads in a house

Represented Load Scaling factor

Water heater 16

Space heater 8

Clothes dryer 14

EV charger 11.5

proposed load controller based on the power measurements
(with scaling factors), priority and preference settings, DR
scenario and the HEM algorithm, as described in “Software
Design of HEM” section.

Case Scenarios

To analyze the effectiveness of the continuous-time control of
the load controller system and its responsiveness in discrete-
event control based on a pre-defined DR scenario, two case
studies were performed with the HEM system and the load
controller system. In case 1, a system with no DR event was
considered. In this case, the HEM was allowed to control
the loads based on their preference setting violation, and no
demand restriction was considered. In the second case, a DR
event was considered to be scheduled from 5 pm to 7 pm.
During this period, a demand limit of 8kW was considered
to be imposed on the system, and the HEM algorithm was
used to make decisions of load control based on load priority
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Fig. 9 Demonstration of HEM operated load controller system with scaled power consumption of represented loads from 5 pm to 8 pm: a without
a DR event, b with a DR event

and preference settings to maintain the total consumption
within the demand limit. Figure 9 shows results of these two
cases, presenting the power consumption of four loads and
the total consumption for a side-by-side comparison.

Case 1: Without a DR event The consumption profiles of
four loads and the total and critical load consumption of the
house from5pm to 8pmwithoutDR is shown in Fig. 9a.Also,
for water heater and space heater, the hot water temperature
and room temperature are plotted in the same sub plots. As
can be seen from the figure, loads were operated according
to their preference settings to maintain the temperature val-
ues and job completion times. No demand restriction was
employed during the whole 3-h experiment, and a peak load
of 11 kW was observed at around 5:40 pm.

Case 2:With a DR event The consumption profiles for this
case are shown in Fig. 9b. In this case, the demand limit of 8
kWwas imposed from5pm to 7 pm.Due to the demand limit,
the HEM algorithm reschedules load operations based on
load priorities to maintain the total consumption. For exam-
ple, around 5:40 pm, when a peak load was observed in the
previous case, in this case, the WH was allowed to run due
to its higher priority, and both SH and CD operations were
delayed to keep the total consumption within limit. A sim-
ilar decision was implemented around 5:50 pm, when SH
and CD were allowed to run, but the EV operation was post-
poned. As can be seen from Fig. 9b, during the DR event,

the HEM system successfully restricted the total household
consumption within the specified 8 kW limit.

As can be seen from the case study analysis, the load con-
troller systemdisplayed stable operation for both continuous-
time and discrete-event control. As the HEM algorithm
makes load scheduling decisions based on actual consump-
tion and demand limit restrictions, it is guaranteed to have
convergence in decision-making, by delaying operation of
low-priority loads. The load controller systemperformsprop-
erly according to the HEM commands, as demonstrated in
the case study analysis.

Stability Against Communication Delays/Errors

Control loops in a network-based control system can be
affected by delays or packet drops in the sensor network.
Therefore, the stability and robustness of the control scheme
has to be carefully designed based on the probability of occur-
rences of such delays/errors.

Packet Delays in a ZigBee Network-Based Control System

There are prevalent studies on how sensor networks are
affected by packet delays.

Authors in [9] discuss different wireless communication
technologies for residential energymanagement applications
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Table 5 Average round-trip time delay between HEM and CC

Distance between HEM unit and CC Time delay (ms)

1 meter 240

10 meter 265

and provide experiment results from a ZigBee based HEM
implementation. In that paper, they show that the packet
delivery ratio, delay and jitter of the ZigBee based sensor net-
work improve as the packet size is decreased. Results show
that a packet size of 32 bytes yields a delivery ratio of almost
90 %, with average end-to-end delay of 0.75 seconds and a
jitter of 0.04 seconds.

Authors in [31] also evaluated serial ZigBee devices for
application in wireless networked control systems and they
observed an average of 14 ms round-trip delay for 2 bytes of
data transfer.

These results were consideredwhile designing the packets
for our proposed load controller system. As discussed in the
“Message Frame Formats Used in Communication” section,
a control command packet in this scheme consists of only 8
bytes. A data response packet from CC to HEM is the largest
packet in this scheme, and it still uses only 51 bytes. All of
the designed packets include start and end delimiters, length
and checksum bytes to ensure integrity of the packet.

From our own experiments based on the designed packet
frames for the load controller, measured average round-trip
time delays of 60 sample-sets of package transfer between
the HEM and the CC for a distance of 1 meter and 10 meters
[32] are around 250 ms, as given in Table 5.

Dynamics of aNetworkedControl SystemUnderTimeDelays

The load controller system proposed in this paper is a net-
worked control systemwhich comprises of four control units
and their related sensor units. If we consider that the system’s
input stimulus causes an exponential decay response on the
sensors’ outputs and also bring in the time delays between
the control inputs and system outputs into consideration, a
multi-input multi-output (MIMO) model of the networked
control system can be proposed.

To simplify the formulation without loss of generality, a
networked control system of two control units and two sen-
sors is considered. Denoting the system inputs as u’s, system
outputs as y’s, steady state gains as k’s, time constants as τ’s
and time delays as T’s, the s-domain representation can be
given as:

y1 (s) = k11e−T11s

τ11s + 1
u1 (s) + k12e−T12s

τ12s + 1
u2 (s)

y2 (s) = k21e−T21s

τ21s + 1
u1 (s) + k22e−T22s

τ22s + 1
u2 (s) (1)

Reformulating Eq. (1), one can obtain:

(τ11s + 1) (τ12s + 1) y1 (s) e(T11+T12)s

= k11(τ12s + 1)eT12su1 (s) + k12 (τ11s + 1) eT11su2 (s)
(2)

And,

(τ21s + 1) (τ22s + 1) y2 (s) e(T21+T22)s

= k21 (τ22s + 1) eT22su1 (s) + k22 (τ21s + 1) eT21su2 (s)

(3)

Using Taylor series expansion, the exponential terms can be
simplified: e(T11+T12)s � 1+(T11 + T12) s; eT12s � 1+T12s;
eT11s � 1 + T11s

Similarly: e(T21+T22)s � 1 + (T21 + T22) s;eT22s � 1 +
T22s; eT21s � 1 + T21s

Substituting the Taylor series expansions into Eqs. (2) and
(3),

(τ11s + 1) (τ12s + 1) [1 + (T11 + T12) s] y1 (s)

= k11 (τ12s + 1) (1 + T12s) u1 (s)

+ k12 (τ11s + 1) (1 + T11s) u2 (s) (4)

(τ21s + 1) (τ22s + 1) [1 + (T21 + T22) s] y2 (s)

= k21 (τ22s + 1) (1 + T22s) u1 (s)

+ k22 (τ21s + 1) (1 + T21s) u2 (s) (5)

After intermediate operation and reordering of terms in Eq.
(4):

[τ11τ12 (T11 + T12) s
3

+{τ11τ12 + (τ11 + τ12) (T11 + T12)} s2
+{(τ11 + τ12) + (T11 + T12)} s + 1]y1 (s)

= k11
[
τ12T12s

2 + (τ12 + T12) s + 1
]
u1 (s)

+ k12
[
τ11T11s

2 + (τ11 + T11) s + 1
]
u2 (s) · (6)

Similarly, from Eq. (5):

[τ21τ22 (T21 + T22) s
3

+{τ21τ22 + (τ21 + τ22) (T21 + T22)} s2
+{(τ21 + τ22) + (T21 + T22)} s + 1]y2 (s)

= k21
[
τ22T22s

2 + (τ22 + T22) s + 1
]
u1 (s)

+ k22
[
τ21T21s

2 + (τ21 + T21) s + 1
]
u2 (s) (7)

To further simplify, the following coefficients are defined for
Eq. (6):
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a1,1 = τ11τ12 (T11 + T12) ;
a2,1 = {τ11τ12 + (τ11 + τ12) (T11 + T12)} ;
a3,1 = {(τ11 + τ12) + (T11 + T12)} ; a4,1 = 1.

b1,1 = k11τ12T12; b2,1 = k11 (τ12 + T12) ; b3,1 = k11;
b4,1 = k12τ11T11; b5,1 = k12 (τ11 + T11) ; b6,1 = k12.

Similarly, coefficients are defined for Eq. (7):

a1,2 = τ21τ22 (T21 + T22) ;
a2,2 = {τ21τ22 + (τ21 + τ22) (T21 + T22)} ;
a3,2 = {(τ21 + τ22) + (T21 + T22)} ; a4,2 = 1.

b1,2 = k21τ22T22; b2,2 = k21 (τ22 + T22) ; b3,2 = k21;
b4,2 = k22τ21T21; b5,2 = k22 (τ21 + T21) ; b6,2 = k22.

Using the notation of coefficients, the dynamics of the net-
worked control system in Eqs. (6) and (7) can be written
as:

a1,1y
(3)
1 + a2,1 ÿ1 + a3,1 ẏ1 + a4,1y1

= b1,1ü1 + b2,1u̇1 + b3,1u1 + b4,1ü2

+ b5,1u̇2 + b6,1u2 (8)

a1,2y
(3)
2 + a2,2 ÿ2 + a3,2 ẏ2 + a4,2y2

= b1,2ü1 + b2,2u̇1 + b3,2u1 + b4,2ü2

+ b5,2u̇2 + b6,2u2 (9)

Equivalently, the description about the dynamics of the net-
worked control system in Eq. (8) can be written as:

y(3)
1 = −a2,1

a1,1
ÿ1 − a3,1

a1,1
ẏ1 − a4,1

a1,1
y1

+ b1,1
a1,1

ü1 + b2,1
a1,1

u̇1 + b3,1
a1,1

u1

+ b4,1
a1,1

ü2 + b5,1
a1,1

u̇2 + b6,1
a1,1

u2 (10)

Similarly, the description about the dynamics of the net-
worked control system in Eq. (9) can be written as:

y(3)
2 = −a2,2

a1,2
ÿ2 − a3,2

a1,2
ẏ2 − a4,2

a1,2
y2

+b1,2
a1,2

ü1 + b2,2
a1,2

u̇1 + b3,2
a1,2

u1

+b4,2
a1,2

ü1 + b5,2
a1,2

u̇2 + b6,2
a1,2

u2 (11)

Now, the state variables can be defined as following:

z1 = y1; z2 = ẏ1; z3 = ÿ1; z4 = y2; z5 = ẏ2; z6 = ÿ2

Also, the control variables and their derivatives can be con-
sidered as additional state variables:

z7 = u1; z8 = u̇1; z9 = u2; z10 = u̇2

The following variables are defined as new control inputs:

v1 = ü1; v2 = ü2

And, the following functions are defined:

f1 = −a2,1
a1,1

z3 − a3,1
a1,1

z2 − a4,1
a1,1

z1

+b2,1
a1,1

z8 + b3,1
a1,1

z7 + b5,1
a1,1

z10 + b6,1
a1,1

z9 (12)

g11 = b1,1
a1,1

; g12 = b4,1
a1,1

(13)

f2 = −a2,2
a1,2

z6 − a3,2
a1,2

z5 − a4,2
a1,2

z4

+b2,2
a1,2

z8 + b3,2
a1,2

z7 + b5,2
a1,2

z10 + b6,2
a1,2

z9 (14)

g21 = b1,2
a1,2

; g22 = b4,2
a1,2

(15)

Then, the dynamics of the networked control system under
time delays can be written as:

ż3 = f1 + g11v1 + g12v2

ż6 = f2 + g21v1 + g22v2 (16)

The same can also be written in a matrix form:

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ż1
ż2
ż3
ż4
ż5
ż6
ż7
ż8
ż9
ż10

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

z2
z3
f1
z5
z6
f2
z8
0
z10
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0
0 0
g11 g12
0 0
0 0
g21 g22
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

[
v1
v2

]
(17)

Compensation of Delay in a Networked Control System

Designing controllers for networked control system based
on continuous time control theory results in unsatisfactory
performance [33]. Therefore, to handle the network delay
effects, controllers are designed in discrete time. Examples
can be found in [31] and [33], where discrete time PID
controllers with filtering on derivative part and anti-windup
of integrative part were used. Kalman filtering methods
are also popular in this case [34–38]. Authors in [34] use
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derivative-free non-linear Kalman filtering to deal with input
disturbances in control of doubly fed induction genera-
tors, whereas author in [35] uses derivative-free non-linear
Kalman filtering for distributed state-estimation under com-
munication delays and packet drops. Authors in [36] model
the arrival of measurement observations as a random process
and use discrete Kalman filtering formulation to show that
beyond a critical value for arrival rate of the observations, an
unbounded state error covariance occurs. Authors in [37] use
data fusion process onmeasurements that are time-correlated
using Kalman filters. Authors in [38] utilize the differential
flatness property of the system to design a control approach
to compensate for delays.

Most of the approaches to deal with the delays in net-
worked control system, determine the discrete-time period
of measurement/control based on the average delay times
and their respective effect on the control performance. In our
proposed load controller system, the control application uses
1-min interval for issuing or changing control commands
to the LCs. This 1-min interval was selected based on the
requirement of the demand response application as well as
the observation of average packet delays. As shown in the
previous sub-section, the delays are in millisecond range,
therefore the 1-min period provides ample time to collect
sensor data even with maximum possible delays.

Stability Against Communication Errors

Besides communication delays, corrupted packets and mes-
sage drops are also possible. For time critical control loops
where retransmission is not feasible, use of Kalman Filters
to estimate missing/corrupted sensor data is useful. But, in
the proposed control scheme in this paper, the 1-min inter-
val allows sufficient time to attempt retransmission of data.
Therefore, a selective repeat (SR) automatic repeat request
(ARQ) scheme [8] is employed to ensure that a success-
ful communication is made within the 1-min interval. This
also keeps the control algorithms less computation inten-
sive for deployment in low-cost controllers. In the worst
case scenario, where successive re-transmission attempts fail
and an updated data cannot be obtained by the HEM in a
given minute, the last obtained correct data is used for deci-
sion making. As can be seen from the load profiles of the
residential loads to be controlled by the proposed load con-
troller system [8], the assumption that power consumption
remains almost same for a load in the same state for succes-
sive minutes is valid for the concerning loads. Also, as the
state change is only issued by the HEM itself, the reuse of
past data in case of missing data does not cause any incor-
rect decision making. The experimental results shown in the
previous section verify this.

To summarize, the overall communication and control
algorithm is carefully designed and experimentally verified

to be robust against communication issues in this network
based control system.

Conclusion

This paper presents a microcontroller and ZigBee based load
controller system formonitoring andcontrollingpower inten-
sive non-communicating residential loads. It discusses the
design of the system, covering details of hardware and soft-
ware design and communication schemes. It also presents
implementation results. The proposed design uses wired and
reliable SPI communication between the CC and load con-
trollers (LCs). This also reduces the communication burden
of LCs, thereby allowing use of low cost microcontrollers.
The compact and robust design allows for ease of installa-
tion and usage and prevents the need of expensive electrical
re-wiring/outlet installations or evenmore expensive replace-
ment of old loads with modern loads.

Theproposeddesign canbe customizedwith the use of dif-
ferent communication schemes (such asWiFi, Z-Wave) with
appropriate changes in the hardware and protocol design.
Any other HEM application can also be used, provided that
the target loads are compatible with the control of relays in
the LCs and theHEMunit follows the appropriate protocol to
communicate with the CC. Ratings of the relays can also be
modified, together with the driving circuit, if there is a need
to make the LCs compatible with loads of different voltage
and current ratings.

Overall, the proposed design can serve as a low cost and
reliable solution for enabling control of traditional loads in
any HEM application. This will encourage customer partici-
pation in a residential demand response program in the smart
grid environment.

The futurework can include the use of different communi-
cation technologies and protocols and comparing the impact
of different communication technologies on the design and
performance of the system.
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